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Designed with adaptability in mind, this green-titled home, built in 2022, stands as a testament to sophistication and

style.Upon entering, you'll be greeted by the warmth of cedar oak wooden floors that seamlessly flow throughout the

residence. The expansive ceilings and doors add an air of grandeur, complemented by the subtle glow of downlights.Here

you will find four generously sized bedrooms (Plus 5th option). Among them, a grand guest bedroom stands out, boasting

its own ensuite adorned with stone-top benches and a luxurious hobless shower. A separate bathroom enhances

convenience with a freestanding bath, floor-to-ceiling tiles, and another hobless shower, offering a touch of opulence.The

versatility of this home takes center stage as you move through a lounge designed with the option to be transformed into

a large fifth bedroom. A testament to the home's adaptability, this space seamlessly flows to the backyard, featuring

pristine aggregate concrete—a perfect blank canvas awaiting your personal touch. Picture your outdoor sanctuary

coming to life in this dreamy space, complete with a designated area for a plunge pool. The laundry epitomizes

functionality with its thoughtful design. Stone benchtops and sleek subway tiles contribute to its aesthetic appeal.

Abundant cupboard space ensures ample storage for your needs, and the convenience of an easy-access clothesline adds

to the overall practicality.For future-proof living, an engineered lift shaft is strategically placed next to the garage,

ensuring accessibility as needs evolve. The garage itself is equipped with a back roller shutter and ample space for a

workshop. Beneath the stairs there is a surplus of storage.Ascending the stairs, side lighting and feature lights guide the

way. The upper level boasts a host of premium amenities, with complete open plan living with living and dining including

luxury built-in gas heater.The kitchen is a chef's dream, complete with a scullery.Scullery Highlights: Elegantly adorned

with a substantial stone countertop, harmonized by a seamlessly integrated stone backsplash. Equipped with a dual sink, a

sophisticated Smeg dishwasher, and a microwave, the scullery boasts ample cupboard space and a discreet recess

featuring a convenient pull-down mechanism for kettle and appliances.Kitchen Showcase with Ocean Views: Featuring

the latest additions, the kitchen boasts a new suite of Smeg appliances, including a cutting-edge steamer, grill, warming

trays, and an induction flat top. The culinary ensemble is seamlessly complemented by thick stone bench tops and stone

splashback, all while offering breathtaking views overlooking the ocean. Abundant cupboard space, convenient push

drawers, and the crowning touch of a built-in wine cooler elevate the kitchen to a realm of both functionality and

sophistication with the added luxury of gazing upon the serene expanse of the ocean.Unwind at the close of each day on

the expansive entertainer's balcony, offering captivating ocean views. It's the perfect spot to relax and savor the beauty of

the sunset.The master bedroom, with its large ensuite, is a sanctuary of comfort. The ensuite includes jewellery pull-out

drawers, a cosmetic corner with perfect lighting for getting ready, and a hobless shower. The pièce de résistance is the

feature freestanding bath tub, surrounded by extra-thick stone and accentuated by stylish feature lights above the

basin.Indulge in the pinnacle of coastal living with this impeccably designed and meticulously crafted property. Every

detail has been carefully considered to create a home that stands out as a true gem in the world of real estate.Disclaimer:

This information is provided for general information purposes only and is based on information provided by the Seller and

may be subject to change.  No warranty or representation is made as to its accuracy and interested parties should place no

reliance on it and should make their own independent enquiries.


